Basic Info for CS 582

• CS 581 (Fall 2017) is a prerequisite:
  - Haskell/metalanguages, abstract syntax, denotational semantics, lambda calculus

• Check web site & syllabus for **quiz & exam dates**!

• **Piazza**: Sign up now!
  - Q&A
  - Ungraded in-class quizzes → Peer Teaching

• **Idris** (new, few tutorials → discuss on Piazza)

• Exams/quizzes: One single-sided cheat sheet (≥ 10pt) allowed

• Laptop policy: **always closed** except for quizzes or polls

https://medium.com/@cshirky/why-i-just-asked-my-students-to-put-their-laptops-away-7f5f7c50f368#mejkj0sdy